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Preface 

The entropy increases in a microcanonical ensemble, and the most probable 

state achieves the statistical uniformity. Therefore an ordered structure disap

pears. When there exists an energy source and an appropriate dissipation pro

cess opens up an effective channel of energy flow, so-called 'Selj-OTganization' 

occurs. Self-organization process plays an essential role in many nonlinear sys

tem of plasmas. The mechanism of generation of magnetic fields of the earth 

and other planets are called the 'dynamo'. The dynamo is a spontaneous con

version of the thermal and fluid-dynamic energies into the magnetic energy, 

and it self-organizes an ordered( simple) structure of magnetic field. 

This thesis is devoted to an experimental study of the self-organizat ion 

process and dynamo activity in a magnetohydrodynamic plasma for controlled 

thermo-nuclear fusion research. The reversed field pinch (RFP) and ultra

low q (ULQ) configurations are toroidal current carrying systems for magnetic 

confinement fusion. RFP and ULQ plasmas are interesting not only for the 

fusion research but also for plasma physics, since the self organization process 

occurs in both configurations . Plasmas relax spontaneously into a state of 

minimum energy accompanying plasma instabilities. Finally the plasma is 

self-stabilized against instabilities , especially the m=l global kink mode, the 

internal magnetic field is dominated by dynamo electric field. 



To investigate the characteristic of the self-organization process and the dy

namo activity, toroidq.l and poloiclal pulsed electric fields have been applied on 

ULQ and RFP plasmas. In these experiments, synchronized to the pulsed elec

tric fields, various responses of plasma parameters are observed. The internal 

magnetic field structure and fluctuations have been analyzed. The plasma has 

a preferential magnetic field structure, and the external perturbations activate 

fluctuations to maintain the structure through the dynamo effect. This process 

changes the total dissipation in the system, showing that the self-organization 

accompan-ies an enhanced dissipation. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Toroidal Plasma Experiments for Fusion Research 

This paper describes the 'self-organization process' and 'dynamo activity' in a 

plasma for controlled thermo-nuclear fusion research. There are two ways to confine 

a plasma within a cold bottle, one is the inertia confinement and the other is the 

magnetic confinement. The basic requirement to achiew a fusion reactor is to keep 

a high temperature plasma detached from a cold wall. 

In the magnetic confinement fusion research, the most effective configuration is 

tokamak [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. The tokamak is a toroidal current carrying system, 

where the plasma is confined by a relatively strong toroidal magnetic field generated 

by external coils , and week poloidal magnetic field generated by a current flowing 

inside the plasma; see Fig.1.1. A important parameter of plasma physics is the safety 

factor q. = aE,j REo , where a is the minor radius, R is the major radius, E, is the 

toroidal magnetic field and Eo is the poloidal magnetic field. The characteristic of 

tokamak is that q is kept high. Generally in a toroidal confinement system, the safety 

factor scales the stability of kink instabilities. The other important parameter for 

fusion is {3, which is the ratio of the plasma pressure and the magnetic pressure. The 

f] value scales the economical advantage as well as the stability of pressure-driwn 

instabilities. A tokamak allows a substantial small /3. 

The rewrsed field pinch (RFP) and ultra-low q (U LQ ) plasmas, which are 

also members of toroidal magnetic confinement, have been investigated at many 

laboratories [9, 10, 11 , 12, 13, 14, 15]. An essential difference between the tokamak 



and RFP is in their q profiles. In the RFP configuration, the toroidal and poloidal 

magnetic fields have almost same magnitude. The toroidal magnetic field is reversed 

in the edge region as shown in Fig.l.2, resulting in a strong shear. The plasma 

produces such reversed field spontaneously through the 'self-reversal' process and 

maintains the configuration by the dynamo activity [16, 17, 18, 19]. The dynamo 

effect produces and sustains a specific magnetic configuration by converting thermal, 

mechanical or electro-magnetic energy, which will be discussed section 2.1 in detail. 

The RFP plasma is a interesting subject not only for fusion research but also for 

plasma physics. Self- reversal and self-generation processes in RFP will be discussed 

in section 2.2. 

The ULQ plasma is a close cousin of RFP. The dynamo activity plays an impor

tant role in formation and maintain the ULQ configuration. The ULQ configuration 

is characterized by 0 < q < 1, and hence it lies in the intermediate region between 

tokamak and RFP. Schematic drawing of radial distribution of q profiles for toka

mak, ULQ and RFP is shown in Fig.l.3. The ULQ has pitch minimum in the edge 

[20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. 

In both RFP and ULQ configurations, the plasma is considered to relax into 

a minimum energy state through the exciting instabilities. These configurations 

are self-stabilized against kink modes through nonlinear effect. J.B.Taylor [25, 25] 

introduced a heuristic model of such relaxation phenomena using the concept of 

helicity. The theory of magnetic relaxation and its relation to the dynamo actiYity 

and kink modes will be discussed in section 2.2.1. 

1.2 Space Plasma Physics 

The mechanism of generation and conservation of astronomical magnetic fields 

has been a long-standing subject of space plasma physics. The history of the dynamo 

theory goes back to the magnetic field of the Earth, Sun and other cosmical object. 
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1.2.1 Terrestrial magnetism 

The most familiar of dynamo effect is magnetic field of the earth. It was well 

known the magnetic field of the Earth is dipole but the mechanism is still unresolved. 

Consider a conducting fluid under the nucleus of the Earth . Its rotation becomes 

faster as the distance from the axis increases. Such a differential rotation plays an 

important role in modification of magneti.c field. When there is dipole magnetic 

field through such a planet, toroidal magnetic field is generated by the rotation as 

shown in Fig.l.4. This toroidal magnetic field is twisted by convection of fluid as 

shown in Fig.l.5(Coriolis force) . The dipole magnetic field is produced by such a 

helical convection as shown in Fig.l.6. 

1.2.2 Solar Corona 

The outer edge of the sun about 8000km from the photoshere is called the 

'chromoshere'. The temperature of the surface of photoshere is about 104k, howe,·er 

in the region of chromoshere, temperature increases up to 106k. Hydrogen gas 

is almost ionized to produce the corona. Such high temperature is not explained 

by heating clue to the nuclear reaction in the core of the Sun. In this layer the 

magnetic Reynolds number is high, because of the high temperature and low density. 

Charged particles move together with magnetic field lines. The heating mechanism is 

considered to be clue to the magnetic energy dissipation into thermal energy. Similar 

anomalous heat ing occurs in RFP and ULQ, which will be discussed in section 1.3. 

The layer with several ten million km thickness surrounding the chromoshere 

is called the corona. In corona region, density is 108 ~ 1015cm-3 , temperature is 

0.4 ~ 104eF and magnetic field is 1 ~ 103G. In this region, loop structures are 

observed, which is considered to be generated by magnetic field coming up from 

the Sun . Loops are twisted up clue to the rotation of their footpoint. When the 

twisted of magnetic field lines exceeds a critical, the loop becomes unstable and the 

excess magnetic energy is dissipated explosively through a magnetic reconnection, 

resulting in a solar fla re. 
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1.2.3 Magnetic Field of the Sun 

The observation of the Sun has been carried out in detail for a long time and 

a lot of information have been obtained. The origin and generation of the Sun's 

magnetic field is also considered to be caused by the dynamo effect. The differential 

rotation of the Sun is a matter of common knowledge, the angular velocity w(B) at 

the latitude e is 

w(B) = (2.78- 0.35sin2B- 0.44sin4 B) x l0-6Tadfs. 

The Sun make one revolution in about 26 clays on the equator(B = 0). If an angular 

momentum is conserved, the speed of rotation at the surface is more faster than in

side. Such differential rotation, which is so-call 'w effect' (explain in section 2.1.1), 

produces the toroidal magnetic field B,, from the poloidal magnetic field Bp, and 

magnetic field is increased. On the other hand , the cyclic process due to the con

Yection and Coriolis force produces the poloidal magnetic field BP, from the toroidal 

magnetic field B, , which is called a effect. 

1.3 MHD Fluctuation 

The MHD fluctuation plays an essential role in formation and maintain of ULQ 

and RFP configurations. MHD relaxation is a process to dissipate an excess of mag

netic energy, which is supplied by external magnetic and electric energies, through 

the exciting fluctuations. In a toroidal plasma with a large plasma current and "·ith 

a high magnetic Reynolds number, its magnetic field structure is reconstructed by 

the combinat ion of induced electric field and 'turbulent electric field ' clue to the 

magnetic fluctuations. When the fluctuation grows, the rela.,ation occurs intermit

tently or continuously [27]. An example of the intermittent behavior is the sawtooth 

oscillations, which is usually driven by internal kink instability [28, 29, 30, 31], and 

an example of the cont inuous beha,·ior is the turbulent dynamo effect in RFP and 

ULQ plasmas [16, 17, 18, 19]. The 'turbulent electric field' is here the 'dynamo 

electric fie ld' . 



That magnetic structure is formed the 'force free field ' . In the force free field , 

the magnetic field is everywhere parallel to the current density, resulting in Lorentz 

force is zero. Some characterist ics of the force free field are discussed in section 2 .1.1. 

Such concepts of the force free field was applied to RFP by J.B.Taylor [25 , 25]. The 

characteristic in RFP and ULQ plasmas will be discussed in section 2.2. 

In ULQ and RFP, anomalous behaviors are observed due to the dynamo effect. 

One of the observations is anomalous plasma resistance. The effective resistivity r( 

estimated by loop voltage V, and plasma current IP, is in the order of 10 ~ 100[J.L11·m] 

for typical ULQ plasmas. While the electron temperature T., measured by Thomson 

scattering, is about 100eV at the center. The classical resistivity ry, is in the order 

of 1[{tl1 · m]. The resistance anomaly is high : .,. fry' > 10 ~ 102 

An exce-ss of plasma energy is induced by extra toroidal electric field. Such 

a extra of plasma energy is released through the relaxation process spontaneously. 

The excess of magnetic energy is dissipated through the exciting fluctuations to 

ion and electron. For example in present ULQ and RFP plasmas, the observed ion 

temperature is comparable to or higher than the electron temperature (ULQ, [16, 33, 

34] : RFP, [16, 17, 18, 19]) . In ULQ experiments such ion heating is burst together 

with the enhancement of plasma fluctuations in Fig.l.7. These experimental results 

of spontaneous heating are considered as the same behavior of the Solar flare . 

1.4 Electric Field Drive Experiments 

Force free field is formed in RFP and ULQ configurations. Generally in the 

toroidal current carrying systems, toroidal magnetic field is generated by external 

coils and poloidal magnetic fi eld created by plasma current flowing inside the plasma 

as shown in Fig.l.l. The magnetic field lines are twisted. In such system, induced 

electric field is only toroidal electric field, and plasma current density is not parallel 

to magnetic field lines, because the poloidal component of electric field is almost zero 

in quasi-steady state. In RFP and ULQ plasmas there exists the poloidal electric 

field, which is driven by plasma fluctuations and plasma current density becomes 
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parallel to the magnetic field line. 

To investigate the characteristic of the turbulent electric field, toroidal and 

poloidal additionally-pulsed electric fields are induced in RFP and ULQ plasmas. 

At first, the poloidal electric field is induced by a fast change of the toroidal mag

netic field. In this experiment, we can perform two different experiments. These 

experiments are distinguished between increase or decrease of the toroidal magnetic 

field . In the case when the toroidal magnetic field rapidly decreases, the direction of 

externally- induced poloidal electric field is the same with that of turbulent electric 

field, as shown in Fig.l.8. 

At second experiment, a fast rising of the toroidal magnetic field is applied 

during ULQ discharge, where the direction of the induced poloidal elec tric field is 

opposite to that of turbulent electric field, as also shown in Fig.l.8. 

In these experiments, we expect that poloidal magnetic field is converted by 

the induced toroidal magnetic field through the dynamo effects. Moreover the ex

periment of a fast rising of the toroidal magnetic field , we expect the effect of 

magnetic compression as well as compression experiments at the conventional toka

maks [35, 36, 37, 38]. 

At third , the pulsed toroidal electric field is applied due to the additional rising 

of the toroidal loop voltage, during RFP discharge as shown in Fig.l. 9. In this ex

periments, the poloidal magnetic field increases, because plasma current is increased, 

and we expect the production of the toroidal magnetic field, converted through the 

dynamo effect. 

In these experiments, we can investigate the transient phases when the twisted 

magnetic fi eld lines relax or fasten. The motivation of these experiments and exper

imental results are discussed in chapter 3. 

1.5 Large Kink Behavior 

Kink mode is the instability which is driven by plasma currents . The plasma 

column is modified when this mode occurs. Figure l.lO(a)(b) shows the modification 
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of plasma column due to the m=l and m=2 modes, where m is the azimuthal wave 

number as shown in Fig.l.ll. The basic kink instability is m=l kink mode. In 

tokamak, kink mode is the most strong and dangerous instability and sometime 

plasma discharge is terminated by the enhancement of this mode. Kink mode are 

usually subdivided into two categories of external kink and internal kink modes. The 

external kink mode destroys the plasma column and plasma discharge is terminated, 

while internal kink mode modifies the internal magnetic field structure and the 

energy loss occurs. 

However, these modes are effective for plasma formation in RFP and ULQ 

configurations. Formation and maintaining in the RFP and ULQ configurations 

are regarded as the self-organization process in high temperature plasmas. The 

nonlinear coupling of the kink mode plays essential roles in rela..xation and plasma 

confinement . Both configurations, the internal magnetic profile is dominated by 

self-organization process through the self stabilization of the kink instabilities. Such 

behavior will be reviewed in section 2.2 theoretically and the experimental results 

will be discussed in chapter 5. 
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Figure 1.1: Toroidal current carrying system. 
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Figure 1.2: Schematic drawing of radial distribution of the magnetic field on RFP 
configuration. 
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Figure 1.3: Schematic drawing of radial distribution of the safety factor profiles 
classified by tokamak, ULQ and RFP. 



Figure 1.4: Generation of toroidal magnetic field due to the differential rotation. 

Figure 1.5: Generation of poloidal magnetic field due to the helical convection. 
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Figure 1.6: Field distortion by a localized helical disturbance. (a) In the loop twisted 
through an angle 7f /2 and the associated current is anti-parallel to magnetic field. 
On the other hand, (b) the twist is 37f/2, and the associated current is parallel to 
magnetic field. 
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Figure 1.7: Temporal devclopmcut of iou temperature T;, aud fluC'tuatioJJ of poloidal 
magnetic field. 
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Figure 1.8: Schematic drawing of the induced external poloidal electric field due to 
a fast change of the toroidal magnetic field. In the case of decrease of the toroidal 
magnetic field rapidly (decrease( 1)), the direction of the external poloidal electric 
field is the same with that of dynamo electric field ,< v x B > ,(response(1)). While 
in the case of increase of the toroidal magnetic field (increase(2)), the direction of 
the external poloidal electric field is the opposite to that of dynamo electric field 
(response( 2)). 
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Toroidal Coil Plasl)la Column 

Figure 1.9: Schematic drawing of induced toroidal electric field clue to the application 
of additional toroidal loop voltage (t.<i>). 
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~~'"'/ (~ 

m=l mode m=2 mode 

Figure 1.10: Poloidal cross-section of kink instabilities. (a)m=l kink mode and (b) 
m=2 kink mode. 

Figure 1.11: The m=l helical kink instability. The column winds with the magnetic 
axis. 
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Chapter 2 

THEORETICAL 
BACKGROUND 

The dynamo activity produces and sustains a specific magnetic configuration 

by converting thermal, mechanical or electro-magnetic energy. Some basic dynamo 

models and their equations at the space and fusion plasmas are reviewed in this 

chapter. 
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2.1 Dynamo Effect 

2.1.1 Magnetic Field Diffusion 

The basic MHD equations are written as follows; 

aB - at, \lxE 

\1 x B = JloJ, (2.1) 

\J. B = 0, 

where B is magnetic flux density, E is electric field, j is electric current density and 

Jlo is permeability. General Ohm's law is described as follow; 

E = TJJ- v X B , (2 .2) 

where v is the fluid velocity and TJ is resistivity. 

The most familiar behavior of dynamo effect is the generation of the magnetic 

field. Consider the transition and maintaining of magnetic field on the basis of 

Equation (2.1),(2 .2). For example, the fluid is considered to be well conductive. 

When such fluid is cowred by magnetic field B , and it moves in the magnetic field 

and that velocity of fluid is v, the induced electromotive force v x B , is generated. 

In this fluid , the magnetic field is modified by its motion and this motion influences 

to itself again through the v x B electric field. Such a behavior is so-called 'dynamo 

effect', and it is that conversion from kinetic energy to magnetic energy. 

The basic equation showing the change of the magnetic field is written as follow, 

(2.3) 

In this Equation(2.3) , the second term of TJ\1 2 B , implies the diffusion of magnetic 

field(damping of magnetic energy), and the first term of \lx (v x B ), implies 

the modification of magnetic field clue to the motion of fluid(increase of magnetic 

energy) . The ratio of the first term to the second term is called the magnetic 

Reynolds number R,.. The condition to grow the magnetic fie ld is Rm » 1. 

Equation(2.3) cannot be solved without information of v. The method to solve 

the Equation(2.3) on the assumption of the suitable value of v, is called 'Kinematic 
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dynamo'. On the other hand, the method that the velocity of fluid is given by the 

following MHO equations, 

dv 
pdt = F- \lp + pg + j x B + pv\12v , 

dp 
dt+\l·(pv)=O, 

dU pdp 
pdt = pdt +Q, 

p =(constant.) x pT, 

is called 'MHO dynamo', where pis a mass of fluid, F is the external force , g is 

gravity, v is a coefficient of viscosity, U is thermal energy and Q is a heating effect 

of viscosity, thermal conduct ion and current. 

2.1.2 Dynamo Effect by Coriolis Force and Convection 

There are some models to explain the origin of the magnetic field at the earth. 

For example, the model of the modification and growth of magnetic field due to 

the Coriolis Force and Convection is reviewed. The differential rotation, which is 

matter of common knowledge, is an important factor for modification of magnetic 

field . When there is dipole magnetic field into such fluid, magnetic field lines are 

influenced by this rotation and magnetic field rotates around notational axis as 

shown in Fig. l.4 (Generation of toroidal magnetic field). This toroidal magnetic 

field is modified by convection of fluid and twisted by the Coriolis force as shown in 

Fig.l.5(b) (helical convection). When there are large convection, the dipole magnetic 

field is produced by composition of helical convection (Fig.l.6) . 

One of the model, that is given by E.N.Paker [39], is re,·iewed. The velocity of 

planet v, is considered as the sum of toroidal component v.,, and poloidal component 

vP, of velocity, 

hence 
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fJv<l> V0 l\lx(vxB)I~ =Br(-8 --)e¢. 
" r r 

One finds from Equation(2.4), 

hence 

(2 .4) 

On the other hand, peloidal component of Equation(2.4), read from Bp=\1 x A , 

where A is vector potential , 

(2.5) 

where <> indicates the time average, and B <P and BP are toroidal and peloidal 

magnetic fields respecti\·ely. Equation(2.4) shows the generation of B q, from BP 

originated in asymmetrical rotation. Equation(2.5) shows generation of B P from 

B <l> which is caused by helical convection. 

2.1.3 Turbulent Dynamo 

The origin of dynamo effect is considered to be created not only under the 

ordered motion but also under the random motion . This dynamo model was con

structed by Steenbeck [40] and is called the 'Turbulent dynamo'. The characteristic 

of Ohm's law(Equation(2.2)) is the current, induced by dynamics of conductive fluid , 

is perpendicular to the magnetic flux density B. 

Let's consider in the case when one of the especial structure is formed. This 

structure is that current density j is parallel to magnetic flux density B . This effect 

is called by 'a: effect'. When such structure is formed, we can consider the closed 

process as shown in Fig.2.1, where B, and Bp are toroidal and peloidal magnetic 
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fields, respectively and j, and ]p are toroidal and peloidal current density, respec

tively. This is the most fundamental mechanism of magnetic dynamo concerning to 

closed magnetic/ current system. 

We consider the Ohm's law with turbulent field. When the dynamics of fluid 

is turbulent, the turbulent electric field Er takes place. The Ohm's law(2.2) is 

modified as follows, 

< E >=< ry j >- < v x B > -Er (2.6) 

Er =< v x i3 > . (2 .7) 

Here Er is turbulent electric field, v and B are turbulent components of v and 

B , respectiyely. In this case it is possible the current flows in parallels with the 

magnetic flux density. Such a peloidal component of electric field does not exist in 

general Ohm's law(2.2). 

Consider the fluctuating fluid of v and B . The corresponding mean fields 

( v0 , B 0 ) are defined to be the expectation values of ( v , B ) in an ensemble of identical 

system, and (v, B) shall be used to denote the difference, (v-v 0 , B - B 0 ) 

V = V 0 + V 

From Equation(2.1), we obtain 

a - - - ? -
Dt(B o + B ) = \1 x {(v0 + v) x (B o + B )}+ 1]\1 -( B o + B ). 

And we obtain 

where 

E!B o 2 Bt = \1 X (v0 X B 0 ) + \1 X<:+ T]\1 B o, 

~ - oBt = \1 x (v 0 x B )+ \1 x (v x B 0 ) + \1 x G + 1] \1 -B , 
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e: =< v X B >, G = v X B -e:. (2.9) 

Since B is considered to be linear function of B 0 , there is also linear relation be

tween e: and B 0 • When the turbulence is homogeneous and isotropic, therefore , 

Equation(2 .8) is rearranged as follow, 

EJBo ( 2 Bt = \1 X V 0 X B o + O:B 0 ) + ry\1 B 0 . (2.10) 

Equation(2.10) is approximated to e:=o: B 0 . Here r,¢,z describe the cylindrical 

coordinate system, V 0 , B 0 and e: are described as follows, 

and 

Hence, Equation(2.11) is rearranged as follows, 

8!' + r(V, . \? )(r- 1 B )= r(Bp. \? )w + \1 X (o: Bp) + ry(\1 2 - r-2)B, (2 .11 ) 

0: + r-1(V, · \?)(rA.) = o:B, + ry(\1 2
- r- 2)A., (2. 12) 

Equation(2 .11) implies that B, is generated by Bp by the differential rotation (w 

effect; the first term of right side of equation) and helical convection( a effect ; the 

second term of right side of equation). Equation(2.12) implies that Bp, is generated 

by B, , by the helical convection( a effect ; the first term of right side of equation). 

The combination of w effect in Equation(2.11) and o: effect in Equation(2.12) is 

called 'o:w-dynamo'. On the other hand, o: effect in Equation(2.11) and o: effect in 

Equation(2.12) is called 'o:2-dynamo'. 
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2.2 Self-Organization 

2.2.1 M agnetohydrodynamic Relaxation 

Helicity Concept and its Conservation 

Plasma is regarded as a perfectly conducting fluid without resistivity and any 

acceptable magnetic field must satisfy the condition li'·B=O. Any variation of the 

fluid must be with the constraint 

fJB 8t = I! X ( v X B ). (2 .13) 

This equation implies that the topology of system is conserved any modification of 

magnetic field and magnetic field lines are frozen into the plasma. J.B.Taylor has 

shown that equation(2.13) can be replaced by an infinite set of integral constraints 

involving the magnetic helicity J( is defined by 

J( = h A· Bdr , (2.14) 

Where the integration is carried out over the volume enclosed by any flux surface 

1/J. This concept of magnetic helicity is an essential for understanding of invariable 

topology of plasma. This concept was used by Woltjer [4I),Wells and Norwood [-!2] 

and Chandrasekhar [43] for the space plasma and applied to fusion plasmas by ''-ark 

of Taylor [25, 44, 45]. 

Since plasma is regarded as perfectly conducting fluid , the magnetic helicity /,·is 

invariant and is replaced the single invariant of the flexible wire loop. This indicates 

invariant of the topology of magnetic field. For example when two magnetic flux 

tubes, which magnetic flux are ~· 1 and 1/!2 respectively, are cross each other as shown 

in Fig.2.2, we obtain J( as follow 

One closed field line links other n times in perfectly conducting fluid, the two loops 

must remain linked n times through any plasma motion. 
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Kinetic and Potential Energy of the Plasma and Magnetic Field 

The total kinetic and potential energy of the plasma, W0 is given by 

J 1 p B 2 

Wo = (-pv2 + -- + -)dr , 
2 1- 1 2/Jo (2 .1 5) 

where p is mass density. As the plasma turbulent involves with its initial state, it 

dissipates energy through thermal contract with the wall or thermal and particle 

diffusions. Finally equation(2.15) is reduced to only the term of magnetic energy 

1 J 2 W=- B dr ,. 
2f.Lo 

(2 .16) 

Taylor Theory and Magnetic Reconnection 

Consi~er the perfectly conducting plasma, where plasma resis tivity is zero. 

Where vector potential A is defined by B=\1 x A , equation (2. 13) is reduces to 

8A 
B · 8t = \1 · (xB ), 

where x is arbitrary gauge. 

Hence 

j B · 
0

0~r = j \1· (xB )dr =X f B · ndr = 0, 

where n is a normal unit vector. 

Consider the time differential magnetic helicity as follow , 

dK = j ~(A· B )dr = 2TJjj · B d1· = 0, 
dt at (2. 17) 

where TJ is plasma resistivity and j is plasma current density. Thus magnet ic helicity 

is conserved on condition that plasma is perfectly conducting. 

Subsequently, consider the condition that minimum of the magnet ic helicity as 

variation of vector potential oA . We obtain 

oW= j (OA . \1 x B )dr = -
1
-j2oB · B dr , 

f.Lo 2tto 

oK = 2 j (OA. B )dr = j (OA. B +A· oB )dr. 
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Calculate the magnetic energy minimum state on condition of constraint of equation(2.17) 

using Lagrange multiplier >.. 

oW+ ( -
2

).. )oK = 2_ jOA(\1 x B- >..B)dr = 0, 
Jlo Jlo 

hence, we can obtain the Equation(2.18) as follow 

\1 X B =>..B. (2.18) 

This equation implies that plasma current density is paralleled to magnetic field 

line, because \1 x B = Jlo j. This equation indicates the condition of the force free 

field. 

Finely, plasma is regarded as a conducting fluid with small resistivity surround

ing the perfe.ctly conducting shell. Turbulence with a small resistivity can allow the 

plasma rapid access to particular minimum energy state. In this case it is possible 

that the cutting off or reconnection of the magnetic field lines occurs. However in 

the case that plasma resistivity is small enough, that is time variation of magnetic 

helicity I< is more shorter than time variation of magnetic energy W, 

The consideration of relaxation process, surrounding the perfectly conducting shell , 

becomes 'the consideration of minimum state of magnetic energy include the bound

ary condition with constant K'. In this case, similar to perfectly conducting plasma, 

we can obtain 

\1 X B = jlB, (2. 19) 

where J1 is a constant determined by K and the boundary conditions. 

This process is one of the self-organizat ion and involves the reconnection of 

magnetic field lines. From equation(2.19) we can also understand that plasma cur

rent density j is parallel to magnet ic flux density B and this condition is the force 

free field, as discussed in section 1.3. 
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Non-linear Effect of Kink Mode 

We consider here the correlation of self-organization process and dynamo effect. 

In toroidal current carrying system, there are two type dissipation processes. One is 

the classical resistive diffusion of magnetic field, and the other is MHD relaxation , 

accompanied with m=l kink instability. For examples of sawtooth oscillations [28, 

29, 30, 31] and self-organization process [16, 17, 18, 19]. In resent experimental [46 , 

47], numerical [48, 49], and theoretical [50, 51, 52] research, the growth of the m=l 

global kink mode is the key of MHD relaxation. 3-D simulation study on RFP 

plasma and experimental studies with magnetic fluctuations it become clear the 

mechanism of MHD relaxation process. 

2.2.2 RFP Configuration 

The theoretical and experimental research on RFP has been performed. The 

RFP is a member of the toroidal pinch system. The essential feature of RFP config

uration is the toroidal magnet ic field reverses on the outside of the plasma. In this 

section the dynamo effect in RFP plasma is reviewed. 

One of t he interesting behavior of RFP plasma is the generation of toroidal 

magnetic field spontaneously [16, 17, 18, 19]. For example the toroidal flux inside 

of the reversal surface, 7/J , is written by 

fJljJ = 27rr0ry dB, I < O. 
fJt Jlo dr r~ro 

(2.20) 

This Equation(2.20) indicates that RFP configuration diffuses due to the plasma 

resistance. In present RFP experiments, it has been found that plasma duration is 

sustained for a long period compared with the magnetic diffusion time ( rR = ltoa2 / 1), 

where Jlo is the magnetic permeability, a is the plasma minor radius and 17 is the 

plasma resistivity) [54 , 55, 56, 57]. This result implies that there is a mechanism 

which the B1, is generated due to the dynamo effect. If the plasma current can be 

held, plasma discharge is maintained due to the generation of the toroidal magnetic 

field. 
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Such RFP configuration can be described to a first approximation by theory 

of 'magnetic relaxation' due to J. B. Taylor [25, 58], as discussed in section 2.2. 

According to this theory, this magnetic field configuration is force-free field, and 

satisfies the equation (2.19). In cylindrical coordinate, an analytical solu tion of 

equation(2 .19) can be obtained the so-called Bessel Function Model (BFM) given 

by, 

B, BoJo(J.l.r), 
(2.21) 

This equation implies B, reverses in the outer region, {tr > 2.405. Those configura

tions have two main parameters, which describes plasma conditions. 

Pinch Parameter , e = ~ 

Reversal Parameter , F = ~, 
From Equation(2.21), F and e is reduced to 

e -/;!!. 
- 2, 

F _ paJo(pa) 
- 2J,(pa) · 

We can obtain, 

Figure 2.3 shows the theoret ical F - e diagram. 

2.2.3 ULQ Configuration 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

The ULQ plasma is close cousin RFP, and is also a toroidal current carrying 

system with the 0 < q < 1. The different as compared "·ith RFP plasma is that the 

toroidal magnetic field is not reversed on the outside of plasma. In present ULQ 

experiments, similar to RFP, it has been found that plasma duration is sustained a 

long period as compared with the magnetic diffusion time, because of the mechanism 

of self-generat ion of toroidal magnetic field [16]. 
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Figure 2.1: 
A possible self-maintaining magnetic field configuration in an electrically conducting 
sphere with a mechanism. The magnetic field B , is axisymmetric. It is composed 
of a poloidal part B P, with the field line in the meridional planes and a toroidal 
magnetic field B, , with the line encircling the axis of symmetry. Due to the a effect, 
B , drives a toroidal current j,. This current j , is accompanied by the poloidal 
magnetic field B P, which drives a poloidal current j P, accompanied by the toroidal 
magnetic field B ,. 
j, =? B,(a effect)=? jp(Ampe1·e'law) =? Bp(a effect) =? j,(Ampe1·e'law) =? , 
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Figure 2.2: Two crossed mag11etic fiux. 
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Chapter 3 

DYNAMO RESPONSE ON 
PULSED ELECTRIC FIELD 

The dynamo effect is introduced in chapter 2. In this chapter the responses of 

ULQ and RFP plasmas on an induced pulse electric field are discussed experimen

tally. 

We have done two different experiment, where poloidal and toroidal electric 

fields are applied extemally. The former is performed by a fast change of the toroidal 

magnetic field during ULQ discharges, and latter is by the secondary rise of the 

toroidal loop voltage during RFP discharges. The aim of both experiments is to 

investigate the plasma responses through the dynamo effect. 
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3.1 Averaged Ohm's Law with Externally-Driven Elec
tric Field 

3.1.1 Averaged General Ohm's Law 

Here we consider , for example, the turbulent field F , and defines the mean 

fie ld <F > as the expectat ion value of F in an ensemble of identical system and 

the fluctuation F as the difference from the mean field. The following relations, the 

Reynolds relations, hold 

F=< F> +F, 

< "F >= o, 

< F + _G >=< F > + < G >, 

<< F > ·G >= 0. 

Let us consider a generalized Ohm's law(Equation( 2.2)) given by 

< E >=< ryj > - < v X B > . (3.1) 

Hence, the toroidal and poloidal components of Ohm's law are given as follows, 

< ryj >, = < E > , +<Eo >, , 
(3.2) 

< ryj >p = < E >p +<Eo >p 

where < E >, and < E >p are externally-induced toroidal and poloidal electric 

fields, respectively, and £ 0 defined by < v x iJ >is an electric field by fluctuations. 

Since the poloidal component of externally- induced electric field < E >p, becomes 

almost zero [48] in the quasi-steady state, the poloidal current, which is required to 

form the force free minimum energy state \lx B= >.B, is sustained by the turbulent 

electric field< Eo >p, through the ?IIHD instabilities and/or fluctuations. Here the 

time averaged Ohm's law 11·ith turbulent fields is reduced to, 

< ry j >, = < E >, +< Eo >, 
(3.3) 

< TJi >P +<Eo >p 
If the pulsed toroidal or poloidal electric fields are applied externally, it is expected 

the plasma characterist ics might spontaneous changes through the < Eo > . 
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3.1.2 Averaged Ohm's Law with Externally Induced Poloidal Elec
tric Field 

To investigate the characteristic of force free field, the externally-induced 

poloidal electric field is applied on the ULQ plasma. Such externally-poloidal elec

tric field is induced by a change (decrease or increase) of the toroidal magnetic field 

rapidly during plasma discharges, and is added to Ohm's law as follows , 

< ryj >t = < E >t +<Eo >t 
(3.4) 

The schematic drawing of these components is shown in Fig.l.S. In the case of the 

decrease of the toroidal magnetic field, the direction of the external peloidal electric 

field is the ~arne as that of dynamo electric field ( +Ep.;nd.)- In this experiment, 

the improvement of the plasma confinement is expected, because dynamo electric 

field with plasma fluctuations is partly replaced by induced electric field. Such an 

experiment regards as 'Positive EP pulsed experiment'. 

While, in the case of increase of the toroidal magnetic field, the direction of the 

external peloidal electric field is opposite to that of dynamo electric field . (-Ep.;nd.)

This regards as 'Negative Ep pulsed experiment'. This experiment is identical to 

so-called minor radius compression, similar to TUMAN's experiment [59]. 

In these experiments, we investigate the variation of plasma characteristic in 

transient phase. 

3.1. 3 Averaged Ohm's Law with Additionally Induced Toroidal Elec
tric Field 

We consider here t he add it ional toroidal electric fie ld . T he toroidal and peloidal 

components of Ohm's law with the effect of application of additional toroidal electric 

field are given as follows, 

< 1]j >1 = < E >t +< E o >1 +Eund. 
(3.5) 

+< E o >p 
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In the case that toroidal electric field is applied additionally in force free field, the 

toroidal plasma current increases, resulting in the increase of the poloidal magnetic 

field. In these experiments, we expect the increase of the toroidal magnetic field 

converted by the induction of the poloidal magnetic field through the dynamo effect. 

On applying additional poloidal and toroidal electric field for ULQ and RFP 

plasmas, the conversion of the magnetic field between toroidal and poloidal compo

nents through dynamo effect is studied. 

3.1.4 Anomalous Resistance and Ion Heating 

The plasma resistance anomaly is investigated on ULQ and RFP discharges 

theoretically and experimentally. The electron temperature T. , measured by Thom

son scattering, is about 100eV at the center in the typical ULQ discharge as shown 

in Fig.l.7(IP ~ 200[kA), B, ~ 0.3[T]). The classical resistivity T], that is so-called 

the Spitzer resistivity, 

1re2m112 
T}, = lni\ 

(47rco)2(KT.)3/2 ' 
(3.6) 

is in the order of 1[ttf! · m), where InA ~ 10. While , the effective resistivity TJ" 

defined by 

• Vi 2R 
T] = T,. di' (3.7) 

is estimated to be in the order of 10 ~ 100[ttf! m]. The measured plasma resisti\·ity 

is 10 ~ 100 times as high as the classical Spitzer resistivity. This enhancement 

of plasma resistance component with Spitzer resistivity is called as the resistance 

anomaly. This resistance anomaly is considered to be caused by energy and helic

ity losses accompanied with plasma fluctuations and disagreement between current 

density profile and plasma resistivity profile as shO\\·n in Fig.3.1. In ULQ discharge, 

the resistance anomaly is also observed, and is that the inversely proportional to 

the toroidal magnetic field [60] in ULQ configuration as shown in Fig.3.2 . 

Such extra of plasma energy is released through the relaxation process sponta

neously. For example, in present ULQ and RFP plasmas, the observed ion temper-
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ature is comparable to or higher than the electron temperature (ULQ, [16, 33, 34] 

RFP, [16, 17, 18, 19]). It is clear that ion is heated explosively by the dissipa

tion of magnetic energy. These experimental behavior are considered as the same 

phenomenon of a Solar flare . 

3.2 Experimental Configuration 

3.2.1 REPUTE-1 ULQ Experiment 

REPUTE-I Device (Univ. of Tokyo) 

REPUTE-1 is a middle size toroidal pinch device with major and minor radii 

of R=0.82m and a=0.22m respectively. The flux swing using the iron core makes 

1.6 V.sec. The vacuum vessel consists of l.Omm thick Inconel-625 below and 2.6mm 

thick port segments toroidally. The resistance of the vessel are 6.5m0 toroidally 

and 0.4m0 poloidally. The vacuum vessel has no cut toroidally and poloidally. A 

5mm thick stainless steel shell surrounds the vessel. The time constant of the shell 

is about 0.25msec for toroidal magnetic field. 

Diagnostic Systems 

The Rogowski coil wrapped around the vacuum vessel measures the plasma 

eurrent. The loop voltage vloop is measured from flux loops going toroidally around 

the vacuum vessel. Two flux loop are wound poloidally around the vacuum vessel 

to measure the toroidal flux. There are about 100 magnetic pick-up coils located 

between the vessel and shell to measured B., Bp and B, fields. The MHD fluc

tuations, plasma posi tion and toroidal and poloidal mode number are measured 

by these coils. The eight channels fiber visible-light guide system was installed in 

poloidal cross-section. The interference filter of this system can change easily for 

various lines (e.g., H 0 , He! , N.I, ... ). The schematic drawing of this system and the 

layout of magnetic probes arrangement are shown in Fig.3 .3. Moreover electron 

temperature is measured by Thomson scattering, line-averaged electron density is 
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measured by C02 interferometer and ion temperature is measured by visible light 

spectrometer. The layout of main diagnostic systems is shown in Fig.3.4. To obtain 

a information of variation of internal magnetic structure, magnetic probe arrays is 

installed. The schematic drawing of magnetic probe array is shown in Fig.3.5 . The 

spatial structures of plasma current density j(r) and safety factor q(r) is estimated . 

Toroidal Coil Current and Toroidal Magnetic Field for the Experiments 

of Induce Poloidal Electric Field 

Power for the toroidal magnetic field coil is supplied by 5 groups of capacitor 

bank, totally 820kJ. 

In the case of the reduction of the toroidal magnetic field, the toroidal magnetic 

field system "produces 2.5kG field at the plasma major radius for the bias field and 

can decrease to negative field with a time constant of 0.3msec. The time evolutions of 

the toroidal coil current is shown in Fig.3.6(a) . This experiment regards as 'Positive 

Ep pulsed Experiment'. 

While, in the case of the rising of the toroidal magnetic field, toroidal power 

supply produces typically lkG field and can increase up to 3.5kG field with a time 

constant of 0.3msec. The time evolutions of the toroidal coil current is shown in 

Fig.3.6(b). This experiment regards as 'Negat ive Ep pulsed Experiment'. 

Typical REPUTE-I ULQ D ischarge 

The operational plasma current is usually in the range of 50 ~ 300kA. Fig

ure 3.7 shows the typical 200kA ULQ discharge. The figure shows the plasma 

current IP, one turn voltage Vloop, averaged toroidal magnetic field < B, >, safety 

factor at the wall qa, the center chord averaged electron density n., pinch parameter 

0, reversal parameter F, and magnetic fluctuation. The stepwise decrease of plasma 

current, accompanied with enhancement of loop voltage and plasma fluctuations, 

has been observed. This stepwise phenomena are forced by safety factor around 

the major rational number of 1/2, 1/2 and 2/3. The line averaged electron density 
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pumps out and sustains low level of order of 1019m-3 . In this discharge, ion is heated 

explosively together with the plasma fluctuations. 

3.2.2 ATRAS RFP Experiment 

ATRAS Device (Nihon Univ.) 

ATRAS is a RFP machine with major and minor radii of R=0.5m and a=O.lm 

respectively. Thirty two stainless-steel limiters are included into the vacuum vessel, 

and limit the plasma minor radius of 0.09m. The vacuum vessel, which is made of 

stainless-steel below with the thickness of 0.4mm, is covered by Aluminum double 

shell of lOOmm thickness. The characteristic of ATRAS device is that it has two 

independent Ohmic heating (OH) circuits. former regards as the 'OH-1', that is for 

the standard RFP plasma and the latter is 'OH-2', that is for the additional rising 

up of plasma currents. 

Diagnostic Systems 

Top view of ATRAS's diagnostic system is illustrated in Fig.3.8. Plasma current 

and loop voltage are measured by Rogowski coil and toroidal flux loops around 

the vacuum vessel respectively. Fore poloidal flux loops are wounding poloidally 

at the angle of 90 degree the intervals around the vacuum vessel to measure the 

toroidal flux and averaged toroidal magnetic field. Magnetic probes, which measure 

the poloidal and radial magnetic field, are installed bel\Yeen vacuum wssel and 

Aluminum double shell. The MHD fluctuations, plasma position and toroidal and 

poloidal mode numbers can be estimated. One magnetic probe located outside of 

shell measures the toroidal magnetic field to estimate the reversal parameter F(See 

section 3.2.3). Electron temperature is measured by Surface Briar Diode(SBD) and 

ion temperature is measured by visible light spectrometer. C02 interferometer will 

be installed for measurement the line-averaged electron density n;. 
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Additional Loop Voltage for the Experiments of Induced Toroidal Electric 

Field 

The characteristic of ATRAS power supply system for Ohmic heating is two 

independent poloidal coil circuit [61]. The quarter period of OH-1 coil is 1.5msec and 

maximum volt second is 0.21 V.sec. The another is Ohmic-2 circuit(OH-2), which 

induces the additional loop voltage during RFP discharge with the time constant 

of 0.55msec. That value of rising time of OH-2 circuit can be changed by variable 

connection methods of OH-2 coils. Figure 3.9 shows the time evolution of loop 

voltage with and without OH-2 circuit. This experiment regards as 'E, pulsed 

Experimental ' . 

Typical ATRAS RFP Discharge 

ATRAS RFP experiment has been carried out in the range of lp < 60kA using 

only OH-1 circuit. Figure 3.10 shows the typical RFP discharge waveforms. Plasma 

current lp , one turn voltage Vtoop, averaged toroidal magnetic field < B, >, toroidal 

magnetic field at the plasma surface B ,., , pinch parameter e, reversal parameter F 

and four toroidal flux are shown. The RFP configuration is obtained from about 

0.2[msec], where plasma current reaches its ma.ximum value at about l.O[msec]. 

Plasma duration time is about 2.5[ms]. In normal operation, the value of e lies at 

high value of~ 2.0 with field reversal parameter of about ~ -0.5. 

In present interesting topics of RFP, the toroidal rotation of asymmetric toroidal 

magnetic flux perturbations are observed [62, 63, 64]. In ATRAS experiment, 

such rotation of toroidal flux perturbations are in\'estigated , accompanied with the 

enhancement of MHD mode as shown in Fig.3 .11. We can see the strong correlation 

between its rotation and the enhancement of the m= 1 kink mode. The velocity of 

its rotation become more slower as linear function of time. 
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3.2.3 Experimental Data along F- 8 Curve 

The theoretical curve of F and e is illustrated in Fig.2.3. This is so-called 

'F- B diagram', and it shows an important way of representing the behavior of 

pinch distributions. The operational range of ULQ discharge is 0 < F < 1 (0 < 

B < 1.2). Figure 3.12 shows a theoretical F- B curve and experimental data points 

on ULQ discharge. The experiment data almost agree with the theoretical curve. 

The slippage between theory and experiment results is caused by assumption of the 

pressure-less plasma with a finite plasma current density at the wall, in contrast to 

experiment in which the plasma pressure is typically 10% ~ 30% of the magnetic 

pressure and the current density approaches to zero at t he wall [66, 67, 68]. 

In RFP configuration the characteristic is the reversal toroidal magnetic field 

on the outside of plasma. The experimental data of RFP discharge are also almost 

agreement on the theoretical F- B diagram as shown in Fig.3.13. The operational 

range of RFP discharge is F < 0 (1.2 < B). 

3.3 Typical Waveform with Induced Puls e Electric field 

3.3.1 Positive Ep Pulsed Experiment in REPUTE-1 

Time evolu tion of plasma parameters, in t he case when toroidal magnetic 

field is rapidly decreased during ULQ discharge, is shown in Fig.3.14. The figure 

shows averaged toroidal magnetic field < B, >, toroidal current l p, one turn voltage 

1-'toop, safe ty factor at the wall qa , the center chord averaged elect ron density n., 
pinch parameter B, reversal parameter F, poloidal magnetic fluctuation I~ I''"' 
and effective resistivity 7J. The standard ULQ configuration with qa ~ 0.4 is initially 

set up and the toroidal magnetic field is decreased quickly with a time constant of 

~ 0.3ms. Synchronized to the decrease of the toroidal magnetic field , of course, 

the poloidal plasma current increases, the increase of the toroidal plasma current is 

observed, accompanied with the decrease of loop voltage. 

This experimental results indicate that the toroidal current density j., is con-
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verted by poloidal current density jp, induced by a fast decrease of the toroidal 

magnetic field and it is experimental confirmation of half cycle of closed circle of 

dynamo effect. (Bp-+ B1 ) 

Figure 3.15 shows the plasma responses to a varied change ratio of toroidal 

magnetic field. We can see that the change rate of plasma parameter become lager, 

as the change ratio of the toroidal magnetic field. 

Thus the effective 'f/, which is estimated by plasma current and loop voltage, 

is decreased . This improvement of plasma performance can be accounted for the 

application of the poloidal electric field. It is inferred that a poloidal component 

of dynamo electric field, which is strong coupled with plasma fluctuations, is partly 

replaced with the induced poloidal electric field, because the direction of th is in

duced field is the same with that of dynamo electric field. We can see although 

the magnetic field became weak, the magnetic fluctuations do not enhance in this 

phase. This result is not explained by the empirical scaling in ULQ plasmas the re

sistance anomaly becomes large, as the toroidal magnetic field become weak [60)(See 

section 3.1.4). 

3.3.2 Negative Ep Pulsed Experiment in REPUTE-1 

During ULQ discharge, the toroidal magnetic field is rapidly increased. Fig

ure 3.16 shows the averaged toroidal magnetic field < B1 >, toroidal current Ip, one 

turn voltage Vloop, safety factor at the wall Qa, the center chord averaged electron 

density n., pinch parameter(), reversal parameter F, poloidal magnetic fluctuation 

I ~ l,m, and effective resistivity 'fl· The standard ULQ configuration with q0 ~ 0.2 

is initially set up and the toroidal magnetic field is increased quickly with a time 

constant of~ 0.3ms. During the increasing phase of toroidal magnetic field, increase 

of the loop voltage is observed accompanied with enhancement of plasma fluctua

tions. While, plasma current is maintained almost constant and effect ive resistivity 

is increased in this phase. This behavior also can be accounted for the induction 

of the poloidal electric field , which direction is the opposite with that of dynamo 
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electric field . 

After the increase of toroidal magnetic field(t = 1.1 ~ 3.0ms), in which phase 

the externally induced poloidal electric field is almost zero, plasma current begins to 

increase slowly, accompanied with the decrease of the loop voltage. The maximum 

\·alue of increased plasma current is limited by large MHO activity. These behaYiors 

will be discussed in section 3.7. 

3.3.3 Et Pulsed Experimental in ATRAS 

Time evolution of plasma parameters, in the case when additional loop voltage 

is rapidly applied during the RFP discharge is shown in Fig.3.17. Time evolutions of 

toroidal plasma current lp , one turn voltage Vloop, averaged toroidal magnetic field < 

B, >,toroidal magnetic field at the plasma surface B,w , pinch parameter e, reversal 

parameter F and four toroidal flux are shown. The standard RFP configuration 

with pinch parameter, e ~ 1.5 and reversal parameter, F ~ -0.3 is initially set up 

and additional toroidal loop voltage is applied with a time constant of~ 0.55ms. 

Synchronized to the application of the additional loop voltage, of course, IP increases, 

the increase of the < B, > is observed. This result indicates poloidal current density 

is converted by induced toroidal electric field. In this phase, pinch parameter e, and 

reversal parameter F, are kept almost constant. It is inferred that the toroidal and 

poloidal components is strong coupled through the dynamo effect. 

This experimental result indicates the poloidal current density ]p, is generated 

by toroidal current density j., induced by the application of the addit ional toroidal 

loop voltage and it is experimental confi rmation of another half cycle of closed circle 

of dynamo effect (BP _. B,). Figure 3.18 shows the responses of toroidal flux to 

a varied change of additional toroidal loop voltage. We can see that the change of 

toroidal flux becomes larger, as the change of the toroidal plasma current l p is large, 

hence pinch parameter, B and reversal parameter F is maintained almost constant. 
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3.4 Trajectory on F-B Diagram 

3.4.1 Positive Ep Pulsed Experiment in REPUTE-1 

In this section, we consider the variations of the pinch parameter e and reversal 

parameter F, when the induced toroidal and poloidal pulse electric fields are applied. 

Figure 3.19 shows the trajectory on the F-e diagram, in the case of positive 

Ep pulsed experiment. Synchronized to the decrease of the toroidal magnetic field , 

F is decreased quickly with constant value of e, and comes near the BFM. After 

then its characteristic is returned quickly and moves on the experimental scaling of 

the F - e curve. We can see that when toroidal magnetic field is decreased, the 

ULQ plasma changes their characteristic following BFJ\l. 

Generally when RFP configuration is formed, the toroidal magnetic field is 

reversed as the increase of plasma current. This behavior indicates the positive 

driving of e makes decrease the F value and F value become negative value in 

RFP region. This experiment result shows the opposite process as compared with 

standard RFP formation process. We reduce the F value and its response is increase 

of the e value. This is a experimental verification that ULQ plasma is a also member 

of the Taylor state, similar to RFP configuration. 

3.4.2 Negative EP Pulsed Experiment in REPUTE-1 

Figure 3.20 shows the trajectory on the F-e diagram, in the case of negative 

Ep pulsed experiment. We can see that when toroidal magnetic field is increased, 

the plasma characterist ic also changes following BFM. 

We describe in full the transient phase in these experiments. Synchronized to 

increase of the toroidal magnetic field, in this phase loop voltage slight increases, 

accompanied with enhancement of plasma fluctuations and plasma current is main

tained almost constant value. The plasma characteristic tends to be shift slightly 

on the F - e curve toward the high F region with constant e value. This reason 

is considered to be the effect of peak of the plasma channel due to the magnetic 
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compression. After that , plasma characteristic returns on the F- 0 diagram quickly 

and reaches the minimum value of B. Finally in the phase of increase of the toroidal 

plasma current, 0 increases due to the increase of the plasma current and F value 

is slight decreased , thus, plasma characteristic changes along the BFl\l. 

3.4.3 E1 Pulsed Experimental in ATRAS 

Figure 3.21 shows the trajectory on the F - 0 diagram, in the case of E, 

pulsed experiment. We can see that the pinch parameter 0 and reversal parameter 

F are maintained almost constant during this phase, although the plasma current 

is increased, due to the additional loop voltage. This result indicates that after the 

RFP configuration is setup, although the magnitude of magnetic or electric fields is 

changed, the- distribution of RFP configuration is not changed. 

3.5 Trajectory on ry-Bt Scaling 

3.5.1 Positive Ep Pulsed Experiment in REPUTE-1 

Figure 3.22 shows the trajectory on the experimental scaling of the plasma 

resistivity r)" as a function of the toroidal magnetic field, in the case of positive Ep 

pulsed experiment. The standard ULQ configuration with effective plasma resistiv

ity r( ~ 40f.lrlm is set up and maintained until 1.5msec, and toroidal magnetic field 

is decreased quickly with a time constant of ~ 0.3ms. Synchronized to decrease 

of the toroidal magnetic field, decrease of the rf is observed. This result is not 

explained by the empirical scaling, ULQ plasmas the resistance anomaly becomes 

large, as the toroidal magnetic field becomes weak [60](See section 3.1.4). This 

reason is considered to be that a poloidal component of plasma current is partly 

supported by induced pulsed positive electric field , because the direction of that 

electric field is the same with that of dynamo electric field, and f and 0 values come 

near the the theoretical F - 0 diagram. 
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3.5.2 Negative Ep Pulsed Experiment in REPUTE-1 

Figure 3.23 shows the trajectory on the experimental scaling of the plasma 

resistivity r( as a function of the toroidal magnetic field, in the case of negative EP 

pulsed experiment. The standard ULQ configuration with effective plasma resistiv

ity r( ~ 50ttf1m is set up and maintained until l.Oms , and toroidal magnetic field 

is increased quickly with a time constant of ~ 0.3ms. Synchronized to increase of 

the toroidal magnetic field, increase of the r( is observed. This result is can also be 

accounted for dynamo electric field, similar to the positive Ep pulsed experiment. 

After the increase of toroidal magnetic field , in this phase toroidal plasma cur

rent increases slowly, accompanied with decrease of the loop voltage, the remarkable 

decrease of 1( is observed. This characteristic will be discussed in section 3.6. After 

the phase of improvement of plasma confinement, the effective plasma resistivity 

returns on the standard ULQ plasmas. 

These results support that dynamo electric field plays an essential role in the 

deterioration of the plasma performance and the additional poloidal electric field 

strong influences the plasma performance. 

3.6 Variations of Internal Structure zn the Transient 
Phase 

3.6 .1 Positive Ep Pulsed Experiment in REPUTE-1 

To investigate of the variations of the internal magnetic field structures and 

profiles in the transient phase, the array of the magnetic probe, covered \\·ith SUS 

pipe of 0.5mm thickness, is inserted into the plasma, as shown in Fig.3.5. The 

toroidal and poloiclal magnetic field profiles, in the case of positive Ep experiment 

are shown in Fig.3.24. The toroidal magnetic field is decreased at the time of 1.5msec 

rapidly. We can see that the center of toroidal magnetic field is enhanced clue to 

the dynamo effect. The profile of the toroidal and poloidal current densities are 

estimated from the profi le of magnetic fields as follows, 
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Toroidal Current Density j, =-P!,fr(rBp), 

Poloidal Current Density )p = p~R-J;(RB,), 

where R = Ro + r, Ro is a major radius, are shown in Fig.3.25. Synchronized to de

crease of the toroidal magnetic field, the remarkable increase of the poloiclal current 

density is observed. This result is accounted for the induced positive poloidal elec

tric field. We can see the enhancement of both current densities although decrease 

of the toroidal magnetic field. 

The time evolution of the safety factor profile is shown in Fig.3.26. The con

figuration with pitch minimum is kept during the decreasing phase of the toroidal 

magnetic field. The change of safety factor at the plasma surface is relatively con

tinuous function of time. While around the plasma center, the response of the safety 

factor seems to be stepwise. The safety factor around the plasma center does not 

change so much during t = 1.47 ~ 1.92ms, and decreases quickly at t = 1.95msec. 

The stepwise decrease of the plasma current has also been observed in constraint 

field ULQ experiments when the safety factor pass through the rational surface. 

3.6 .2 Negative Ep Pulsed Experiment in REPUTE-1 

The toroidal and poloiclal magnetic field profiles in the case of negative EP 

pulsed experiment are shown in Fig.3.27. The toroidal magnetic field is increased 

at the time of l.Omsec rapidly. We can also see that the center of toroidal magnetic 

field is enhanced clue to the dynamo effect. The profiles of the toroidal and poloiclal 

current densities estimate from the profiles of magnetic fields, are shown in Fig.3.28. 

Synchronized to the increase of toroidal magnetic field, the remarkable decrease 

of the poloidal current density in the edge region is observed. This result is also 

accounted for the induced negative poloidal electric field. After the transient phase, 

the poloidal current density profile is returned to the standard ULQ profile at the 

outside of the plasma and profiles of toroidal and poloiclal current densities are 

sustained almost same ones and increased slowly. This results indicate the force free 

field is strong and magnetic field structure is maintained. 
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While the time evolution of safety factor profile as a function of minor radius 

in the case when toroidal magnetic field is increased , is shown in Fig.3.29. In the 

transient phase, the safety factor at the plasma surface, increases with a relatively 

continuous function of time. On the other hand , the safety factor around the plasma 

center does not change so much during t = 1.25 ~ 1.35ms and after then it step11·ise 

increases until end of the increase of the toroidal magnetic field. In such a transient 

phase, the different characteristic from standard ULQ configuration is as follows, 

one is the safety factor profile is dq(r)/ dr > 0 in the bulk of plasma region, and other 

is the safety factor passes through the many rational surface. 

Just after increase of the toroidal magnetic field, plasma current increased 

slowly. In this phase, profile of safety factor is returned to similar standard ULQ con

figuration (dq(r)/dt < 0 in the bulk of plasma region) and decreases until the large 

rational surface. After then t he enhancements of plasma resistivity and plasma 

fluctuation are observed. 

Other plasma parameters are estimated from toroidal and poloidal magnetic 

field profiles as follows; 

Plasma major radius 

Induced poloidal electric field E;nd = -UQ'(r!ij,< )dr, 

Plasma minor radius a·, 

Int ernal inductance l; 

Plasma resistivity r( - a [~ 1 d (L I l] - 2R lp - T;di p p ) 

Figure 3.30 shows the time evolution of averaged toroidal magnet ic fi eld < B, >, 

plasma current Ip , loop voltage Vloop• safety factor at the wall q., effective plasma 

resistivity 1(, shift of major radius 6X, plasma minor radius a·, internal inductance 

I; and induced poloidal electric field E;nd· These behavior can be dist inguished into 

three phases as follows: 



• Negative Ep induced phase(t = 1.0 ~ 1.3ms). 

- Loop voltage Vloop, is increased slightly and plasma current IP, is main

tained almost constant. 

-,- Synchronized to increase of the toroidal magnetic field, efiecti,·e plasma 

resistivity r(, is enhanced immediately. 

- Shrinkage of plasma minor radius a·, is observed. 

- Internal inductance I;, is kept almost constant~ 0.7. 

- Induced negative poloidal electric field is impressed ~ 25Vfm, which 

direction is opposite to dynamo electric field as shown in Fig.3.31. 

• After the phase of induced negative electric field(t = 1.3 ~ 2.2ms). 

- Toroidal plasma current lp, is increased slowly, accompanied with de

crease of loop voltage Vloop 

- Effective plasma resistivity r(, is remarkable decreased. 

- Shrinkage of the plasma column a·, is returned toward initial minor ra

dius. 

- Internal inductance I;, is kept almost constant~ 0.7. 

- Induced negative poloidal electric field decreases almost zero due to the 

condition of dBtfdt ~ 0. 

• After the phase when increase of toroidal plasma current reaches its maximum 

value(t = 2.2ms ~ ). 

- loop voltage Vfoop , increases slight ly and plasma fluctuation is enhanced. 

- Effective plasma resist ivity 1(, is reset toward its value of standard ULQ 

plasma. 
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3. 7 Behavior of After Transient Phase 

3.7.1 Positive EP Pulsed Experiment in REPUTE-1 

After the decrease of the toroidal magnetic field, as shown in Fig.3.14, plasma 

configuration is returned to standard ULQ plasma, in this phase toroidal magnetic 

field is low, and induced poloidal electric field is almost zero. In these experiments, 

magnetic field lines are t\Yisted more than initial ULQ configuration. When the 

toroidal magnetic field is reduced almost zero or negative fields plasma discharge is 

terminated immediately, accompanied with enhancement of plasma fluctuation. 

3.7.2 Negative Ep Pulsed Experiment in REPUTE-1 

Just after the toroidal magnetic field is increased to its maximum value, the 

plasma current begins to increase slowly, accompanied with the decrease of the loop 

voltage. In these experiment magnetic field lines are relaxed its twist more than 

initial ULQ configuration . .-\fter then the magnetic field line tends to twist again 

spontaneously clue to the increase of plasma current. 

During the increasing phase of the toroidal magnetic field, the safety factor at 

the wall increases, and it becomes the maximum value Qa.max· Subsequently, the 

safety factor begins to decrease, clue to the increase of the plasma current, and 

it becomes the minimum settled value Qa ... ttle· Figure 3.32 shows the correlation 

between Qa.max and q .... ttle · \\"e can see that the value of q .... ttle are spreading around 

rational number of 1/3, 1/2 and 2/3 . This result indicates that the ma.,imum value 

of the plasma current is limited by large MHD activity. 

After the plasma current is limited by MHD activity, the plasma fluctuations 

enhances, as shown in Fig.3.33. This result is considered to be caused by the safety 

factor partly touches on the rational surface in this phase. For example the time 

evolution of plasma current IP , and loop voltage Vioop. safety factor at the wall q. 

and effective plasma resisti,·ity rf in the case when plasma current increases against 

q. == 1/2 rational surface are shown in Fig.3.34(a) , and time behavior of its safety 
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factor profile is shown in Fig.3.34(b). In Fig.3.34(a), increase of plasma current is 

stopped at the q. = 1/2 temporary, resulting in the enhancement of effective plasma 

resistivity r(, and begins to increase again, accompanied with the decrease of the 

effective plasma resistivity 1)*. Figure 3.34(b) shows the time evolution of safety 

factor at this discharge. 

3.7.3 Et Pulsed Experimental in ATRAS 

In ATRAS RFP and other RFP experiments the rotation of toroidal flux pertur

bations is observed as correlation with MHD mode as shown in Fig.3.11. Figure 3.35 

shows the behavior of toroidal flux perturbation when the additional loop voltage 

is applied during RFP plasma. We can see that there is also strong correlation 

between its rotation and the enhancement of the m=l kink mode and the velocity 

of their rotation become more slower as linear function of time, before application 

of additional loop voltage. While, after the induction of additional loop voltage, the 

velocity of rotation of toroidal flux perturbations tends to be returned to original 

one. 

3.8 Discussion and Conclusion 

In RFP and ULQ plasmas there exists the poloidal electric field, which is driven 

by exciting plasma fluctuations through the dynamo effect (turbulent electric field). 

To investigate such dynamo effects on RFP and ULQ plasmas, toroidal and poloidal 

pulsed electric fields are induced on standard low q discharges. The pulsed poloidal 

electric field is induced by a fast changing of the toroidal magnetic field, and pulsed 

toroidal electric field is applied by additional increase of loop voltage. 

At first, in the case when the toroidal magnetic field rapidly decreases dur

ing the ULQ discharge, the direction of externally-induced poloidal magnetic field 

is the same as that of dynamo electric field. Synchronized to the decrease of the 

toroidal magnetic field, also the poloidal plasma current is increased, the increase 

of the toroidal plasma current is observed, accompanied with the decrease of loop 
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voltage. These results indicate that peloidal magnetic field is converted by induced 

toroidal magnetic field, and this behavior is a experimental verification of the half 

part of closed circle of dynamo effect (B, '* Bp). Figure 3.36 shows the trajectory 

on the F-e diagram in transient phase. In posit ive Ep pulsed experiment, plasma 

characteristic seems to be come near BFM and after then which returns near the ex

perimental F-e curve immediately. This result indicates that configuration of force 

free field is strong, and when its structure is changed by the external forces, plasma 

characterist ic is returned to original state immediately. In this experiment , the ef

fective ry is decreased. The improvement of plasma performance can be accounted 

for the peloidal electric fi eld. It is inferred that a peloidal component of dynamo 

electric fi eld , which is st rong coupled with plasma fluctuations, is partly replaced 

with the induced peloidal elect ric field. Figure 3.37 shows the reduction rate of re

sistance as a function of the changing rate of the toroidal magnetic fi eld, where the 

negati\·e value of dB I dt corresponds to the positive Ep pulsed experiments. The de

crease of the resistance anomaly becomes larger, as the changing rate of the toroidal 

magnetic field increases. Figure 3.38 shows the changing rate of magnetic fluctua

tion levels as a function of the changing rate of the toroidal magnet ic field, where 

the negative value of dB I dt corresponds to the positive EP pulsed experiments. We 

can see that the changing rate of magnetic fluctuation is slight decreased or almost 

constant although the toroidal magnetic fie ld becomes low magnitude. This reason 

is accounted that F and e values come near the theoretical BFM. When the change 

ofF value is enough to large, in this state F slips out in the lower region of BFM, 

resulting in the enhancement of plasma fluctuat ions. 

At the second experiments, a fast rising of the toroidal magnetic fi eld is ap

plied for ULQ plasma, where the direction of the induced peloidal electric field is 

opposite to that of dynamo elec tric field. During the increasing phase of toroidal 

magnetic field , increase of the loop voltage is observed, accompanied with enhance

ment of plasma fluctuations. While, plasma current is maintained almost constant 

and effect ive resist ivi ty is increased in th is phase. The changing rate of magnetic 
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fluctuation levels as a function of the changing rate of the toroidal magnetic field , is 

depicted in Fig.3.38, and the rate of resistance as a function of the changing rate of 

the toroidal magnetic field is depicted in Fig.3.37, where the positive value of dB/dt 

corresponds to the positive Ep pulsed experiments. This behavior also can be ac

counted for the poloidal electric field, similar to 'Positive EP pulse experiment ' , that 

direction is the opposite to that of dynamo electric field. Figure 3.36 depicts the 

trajectory on the F- B diagram in transient phase in the case of negative EP pulsed 

experiments. Just after increase of toroidal magnetic field, plasma characteristic is 

also slipped out of BFM and that returns near the theoretical model immediately. 

These results also show that condition of force free field is strong, and when it struc

ture is changed by external forces, plasma characteristic is returned to original state 

immediately: 

At the third experiments, the toroidal electric field is applied during RFP dis

charge instantaneously. Synchronized to the application of the additional toroidal 

loop voltage, of course, the toroidal plasma current is increased, the increase of 

the averaged toroidal magnetic field is observed. In this phase, pinch parameter 

B and reversal parameter F are kept almost constant. These experimental results 

indicate, in contrast to the Ep pulsed experiments, the poloidal current density )p, 

is converted by toroidal current density j, and it is experimental confirmation of 

another half cycle of closed circle of dynamo activity. 

In these experiments, we can see the closed process of generation. The toroidal 

magnetic field is converted by the induced poloidal magnetic field, and the generation 

of poloidal magnetic field is converted by the toroidal magnetic field through the 

dynamo effect in force free field. 
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Figure 3.3: Schematic drawing of 8 channels optical diagnostic system( a) and l<tyout 
of edge toroidal and poloidal magnetic probes arraignments(b). 
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Figure 3.5: Schematic drawing of internal probe array. 
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Figure 3.7: Typical ULQ '"a"efomL 
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Figure 3.8: Layout of diagnostic system of ATRAS. 
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Figure 3.9: Time evolution of loop voltage with and without OH-2 circuit. 
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Figure 3.10: Typical RFP waveform. 
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Figure 3.18: The responses to a different change rate of additional loop voltage. \Ve 
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Figure 3.24: Time evolut ions of toroidal( a) and poloidal(b) magnetic field structures 
in the case when toroidal magnetic field rapid decreases rapidly. 
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Figure 3.27: Time evolutions of toroidal( a) and poloid al(b) magnetic field st ructures 
in the case when toroidal magnetic field rapid increases rapidly. 
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Figure 3.31: Time evolution of the induced poloidal electric field profile in the case 
of negative Ep pulsed experiment. 
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Chapter 4 

COMPRESSION EFFECT IN 
LOW Q PLASMA REGION 

\Ve describe here the reduction of plasma-wall interaction and the perfor

mance of stwng MHD phenomena with magnetically compressed ULQ plasmas in 

REPUTE-1. In this compression experiment, where the toroidal magnetic field is 

increased rapidly, the modification of the safety factor profile can be expected. Since 

there are many rational surfaces as 1/3, 1/2 and 2/3 in the ULQ region, the MHD 

phenomenon affects the plasma performance strongly. It is afraid that the several 

MHD modes might be unstable because the current channel would be free from 

the stabilized shell by the magnetic compression. In these aspects, the magnetic 

compression is very helpful for understanding the correlation between plasma-wall 

interaction and MHD phenomena in ULQ plasmas. 
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4.1 Compression effect 

A rapid increase of toroidal magnetic field during toroidal plasma discharge 

brings the compression effect . Magnetic compression experiments were performed on 

several conventional tokamaks because adiabatic compression is a po\\·erful tool for 

the generation of high pressure tokamak plasma and for the investigation of confine

ment characteristic of tokamak plasma. The devices for magnetic compression are 

presented in Table 4.1 , including REPUTE-1. In these experiments, the efficiency 

of magnetic compression was confirmed for the cotm?ntional tokamak(q. > 3). 

Negative Ep pulsed experiment in identical to such compression experiments 

and its aim is to investigate the effect of magnetic compression in low q plasma 

region. 

The condition for ad iabatic compression is required that the magnetic compres

sion time re, must be longer than the plasma relaxation t ime T;;, and must be shorter 

than the shin time of magnetic field r,kin and energy confinement time T£, 

(4.1) 

The former condition is satisfied in REPUTE-1 compression experiment, because it 

is estimated to be r,, ~ 7 JlSec and Te is ~ 300psec. \Vhile the latter condition might 

be marginal, because the confinement time would be a few hundred psec. 

The compression ratio is defined as C. = ab/ ae, "·here ab and ae are radii of 

before and after compression respectively. The change of plasma parameters are 

presented in Table 4.2. In compression experiment in REPUTE-1 , the toroidal 

magnetic field rises from 1kG up to 3.5kG field. The compression ratio of this 

experiments is estimated about C. = (Be/ Bb) 112 = 1.87. 

4.2 Compression Experiment in REPUTE-1 

Figure 4. 1 shows that time evolutions of averaged toroidal magnetic field, 

< B, >, and plasma minor radius , estimated from toroidal current density pro

fi le See;Fig.3.28 with the compression ratio C. = (Be/ Bb) 112 ~ 1.93. Shrinkage of 
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plasma minor radius is observed. We can see that plasma minor radius tends to 

return immediately after the increase of toroidal magnetic field. This reason is con

sidered to be as follows; the condition of adiabatic compression (Equation4.1) is not 

satisfied in these experiments and/or plasma characteristic tends to return toward 

standard ULQ configuration, which is current density is parallel to the magnetic 

flux density.(See Fig.3.28) Current density profile of ULQ and RFP is dominated by 

dynamo electric field and that becomes flat profile. 

To study on plasma-wall interaction in the compression experiment, the eight 

channels fiber visible-light guide system was installed in poloidal cross-section. The 

interference filter of this system can change easily for various visible lines (e.g., H 0 • H. I, N.I , . . ). 

The schematic drawing of this system and layout of magnetic probes is shown in 

Fig.3.3. The-visible-light system is located at the angle of 40 degrees from the mag-

netic probes toroidally. To understand the plasma-wall interaction thoroughly, ''"e 

use the helium gas in this experiment. Since ionized potential of helium I is 24.5eV 

and electron temperature measured by Thomson scattering is about 60eV at the 

center in the typical helium ULQ discharge, the behavior of N.I emissions show the 

criterion of plasma-wall interaction in the helium plasma discharge. 

Figure 4.2 shows the time evolution of main plasma parameters in compressed 

ULQ discharge, where the toroidal magnetic field is increased from ~ l.OkG field 

up to ~ 3.0kG field at t = l.Omsec. During the magnetic compression(t = 1.0 ~ 

1.3msec), the increase of the loop voltage is observed . This response can be ac

counted for the externally induced poloidal electric field, which direction is opposite 

to that of dynamo electric fie ld [69], by a fast increase of the toroidal magnetic field. 

Synchronized to the magnet ic compression, the remarkable reduction of the ,Y.I 

emissions are observed. The intensity of N.I emissions before and after the mag

netic compression is shown in Fig.4.3. This figure shows the magnetic compression 

is also a powerful tool for the reduction of plasma-wall interaction in low q region. 

After the magnetic compression(t = 1.3 ~ 2.2msec), the plasma current begins 

to increase slowly and safety factor at the wall decreases because of the improvement 



the plasma characteristic due to the reduction of plasma-wall interaction and the 

higher toroidal field [60). The maximum value of plasma current might be limited 

by large MHD activity [69). 

When the rational surface appears at the plasma surface as the plasma cur

rent increases, MHD fluctuation is enhanced and strong plasma-wall interaction is 

observed(t = 2.0 ~ 4.5msec) . Here we observed two different types of MHD mode; 

One is the m=l mode (n=2 because safety factor q. = m/n = 1/2) in the region 

of 1/3 < q. < 1/2. Contour plot of the time evolution of mode spectrum for the 

case when m=1 mode occur, is shown in Fig.4.4. Both poloidal and toroidal mode 

numbers seem to cascade toward higher mode number. 

Another is m=2 mode for the case when plasma current just limited on rational 

surface as q,; = 1/2. Contour plot of the time evolution of mode spectrum for the 

case when m=2 mode occur, is shown in Fig.4.5. Both poloidal and toroidal mode 

numbers does not seem to cascade toward higher mode number. The behaYior of 

H,I emission is different in two those types. 

The behavio1· of H,I emissions jo1· the case when m=l mode takes place 

Figure 4.6(a) shows the time evolution of plasma current, safety factor at 

the wall and H,I emissions through the lower(#1) and upper(#8) sides of plasma. 

(#1 and #8 is H,I emission lower and upper side of plasma ,See;Fig.3.3) The low 

frequency oscillation of the H,I emissions is obsen·ed and this emission is asymmetric 

at the lower and upper sides, where the intensity of lower side is a few times as large 

as that of upper sides. 

The low frequency oscillation is also observed in magnetic probe signals. Os

cillation patterns as observed by magnetic probes and ,·isible light array are shown 

in Fig.4.6(b) with the expanded trace from 3.1msec to 3.9msec. The m=1 mode 

is clearly observed in the signals of magnetic probe. It seems that the speed of 

rotation of this mode is faster when the m=1 mode mo,·es through the outside of 

major radius(magnetic probe signals of %1, %2 and %3) and that direction is a 
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counterclockwise rotation at Fig.4.6. While, the oscillation of H,I emissions dose 

not rotate with m=1 mode. However, since there is one peak of H.I emissions in 

a period of m=1 mode's rotation, we can see that there is correlation between the 

m=1 mode's rotation and the enhancement of plasma-wall interaction. 

The behavior of H. I emissions for the case when m=2 mode takes place 

The m=2 mode takes place when the decrease of the safety factor at the wall is 

just limited on the rational surface as 1/2. The time evolutions of plasma current , 

safety factor at the wall and H.I emissions are shown in Fig.4.7(a). In this case, the 

enhancement of H.I emissions is almost symmetric( #1, #8). Figure 4.8 shows that 

the symmetry of H.I emission during the low frequency oscillation through the lower 

and upper siaes of plasma as a function of the safety factor at the wall in both cases 

of MHD modes. This result shows the q = 1/2 is a strong rational surface in ULQ 

region. Figure 4.7(b) shows that the oscillation patterns with the expanded trace 

from 2.6msec to 3.4msec. The m=2 mode is clearly obsen·ed by magnetic probe 

signals and that direction of the rotation is the same with that of m= 1 mode. Since 

there are two peaks of H.I emissions in a period of the m=2 mode's rotation, the 

behavior of H,I emissions is caused by the m=2 mode and plasma-wall interaction 

is enhanced by this m=2 mode's rotation. 

In those experiments, we reconfirmed that magnetic compression is also effective 

tool for the reduction of plasma-wall interaction in low q plasma as well as tokamak 

ones. After the magnetic compression, strong plasma-wall interaction is occurred 

accompanied by large MHD activities. Those :\IHD activities in compressed ULQ 

plasma are coherent in comparison with that in standard ULQ plasma. This reason 

might be considered the plasma column is modified and rotates due to the separation 

of the plasma surface from the wall by the magnetic compression. 

For the case when m=1 mode occurs in the region of 1/3 < Qa < 1/2, the 

H.I emission is asymmetric at the lower and upper sides. The behavior of H.I 
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emissions dose not rotate with the m=1 mode. However, since the visible-light 

guide system views the plasma radiantly( magnetic probe arrays are set up around 

the vacuum vessel) and there is one peak of H,J emission in a period of m=1 mode's 

rotation, the plasma-wall interaction might be enhanced by m=1 mode's rotation . 

The reason of asymmetrical plasma-wall interaction might be considered as follo11·s; 

one is caused by the difference of speed of m=1 mode 's rotation at the inside and 

outside of major radius and other is caused by the out of position of plasma column 

due to the magnetic compression. 

While, for the case of m=2 mode occurs when the decrease of safety factor at 

the wall is just limited on rational surface as qa = 1/2, the speed of rotation seems to 

be almost constant and plasma-wall interaction is symmetric. The m=2 mode might 

be caused b)' the modification of the plasma column by the magnetic compression 

and the plasma rotation similar to lvlironov oscillation. 

4.3 Discussion and Conclusion 

To inwstigate the effect of magnet ic compression in low q plasmas and the 

reduction of the plasma-wall interaction, the minor radius magnetic compression is 

applied in REPUTE-1 ULQ plasma. The remarkable reduction of plasma-wall in

teraction is observed during the magnetic compression. Shrinkage of plasma minor 

radius is observed. After the magnetic compression, plasma current begins to in

crease slowly due to the improvement of plasma characteristic. Those results show 

that magnetic compression is also effective tool for the reduction of plasma-wall in

teraction and for the improvement of plasma confinement in low q plasma as well as 

tokamak ones. The correlation between MHD phenomena and plasma-walt interac

tion is also investigated because the MHD modes are clearly observed in compressed 

ULQ plasmas. The different type of t\\'O MHD modes takes place and plasma-11·att 

interaction is enhanced after the increase of the plasma current . Those modes can be 

distingu ished on condition of the safety factor. When the safety factor is in region 

of 1/3 < qa < 1/2, the m=1 mode takes place and localized plasma-wall interaction 
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is enhanced. While, that is on rational surface as qa = 1/2, the m=2 mode begins 

to dominate and symmetrical plasma-wall interaction is enhanced . 
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T able 4.1: Comnression Device. 
Device Institute R[m] a[m] B,[T] 

ATC Princeton 0.87 => 0.38 0.17 => 0.11 2.0 
Thman-2A Leningrad 0.40 0.08 0.8 => 1.6 
Thman-3 Leningrad 0.54 0 22 0.5 => 1.0 
TOSCA Culham 0.30 0.10 0.3 => 0.6 
TFTR Princeton 3.15 => 2.10 0.55 => 0.48 4.0 
T-14/TSP 1.10 => 0.40 
ZEPHYR 2.03 => 1.35 0.61 => 0.50 6.10 => 9.10 

I REPUTE-1 1 U-Tokyo 0.82 1 o.22 => o 15 1 o.1o => o.35 1 

I d Table 4.2: Plasma parameter wit 1 a iabatic compression. 
a-compression 

Plasma Minor Radius a Ca -1 

Plasma Major Radius R Const. 
Plasma Density n Ca 
Temperature T Ca 4/3 

Pressure p Ca 10/3 

Toroidal Field B, C/ 
Plasma Current IP Const. 
Plasma Current Density J Ca" 
Safety Factor Qa Const. 
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signal(%1~%7) and H,I elllissions(#l~#S) during the low frcqu011C)' osrillat. iou. 
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o Hei through the lower side of plasma.(m= 1) 
... Hei through the upper side of plasma.(m=l) 
0 Hei through the lower side of plasma.(m=2) 
w Hei through the upper side of plasma.(m=2) 
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Figure 4.8: The symmetry of HJ en1issiuns through the lower and upper oidPo uf 
plasma as a function of safety factor at. the wall during t.hr luw frcqll('lll'Y oocillat.iulls. 
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Chapter 5 

SELF-ORGANIZATION AND 
LARGE KINK MODE 
ACTIVITY 

5. 1 Introduct ion 

The kink mode is the current driven instabilities and plasma column is modified 

when this mode occurs. The kink instability is the most strong and dangerous 

instability and sometimes plasma is terminated. The kink mode also occurs in the 

RFP and ULQ discharges, however, such mode is effective for plasma formation and 

maintaining of RFP and ULQ configurations. The nonlinear coupling of the kink 

mode plays essential roles in the plasma relaxation and confinement. 

In toroidal current system, there are two type dissipation processes. One is 

the classical resistive diffusion of magnetic field, and the other is 1\!HD relaxation, 

accompanied with enhancement of the m=l kink mode. LQ and RFP configura

tions are self-stabilized against kink modes through such !I!HD rela_xation and the 

internal magnetic profile is dominated by dynamo electric fie ld . 
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5.2 Experimental Setup and Results 

The stability of the m=1 kink mode is discussE-d by the safely factor q. In 

the region of q < 1, that is ULQ and RFP regions, the m=1 helical kink mode is 

enhanced and that is stabilized through self-organization process. In this region, 

the force free field is formed spontaneously. Such behavior is observed not only 

torus system, like ULQ and RFP, hut. also sphcromak [TO]. \\"hilc, in tiH' region 

of q > 1, this region is tokamak operation and safety factor q, is high more than 

Eruskal-Shafranov limit(q = 1). In this region, the force free field is not formed. 

In general, MHO instabilities, especially the m= 1 kink mode, is stabilized by 

conducting shell surrounding the vacuum vessel at the ULQ and RFP. When plasma 

column is s~parated from conducting shell, for example, compression experiment or 

insert limiters experiment, several 1--IHD modes will become unstable. To separate 

the plasma column from conducting shell, three movable limiters are installed on 

the toroidal arrangement. The stroke of this mo,·able limiter is IDem, and schematic 

drawing is illustrated in Fig.5.1. 

To investigate the ,·ariation of internal magnetic structures, grid type of mag

netic probe arrays are installed in REPUTE-1. The schematic drawing of magnetic 

probe arrays is shown in Fig.5.2. The magnetic probe arrays is covcrccl by stain

less steal jacket with 1.5mm thickness. The internal magnetic structure can be 

measured by th is probe array and it is possible to inwstigate the v<triation of 2-D 

spatial structures of plasma parameters. 

Figure 5.3 shows the time evolutions of main plasma parameters, for the ca.sc 

when large-kink mode occurs, in which experiment movable limiters arc inserted into 

the plasma. Here plasma column might be partly separated from stabilized shell, this 

phenomena might be caused by not only momble limiters but also jacket of insert 

magnetic probe array. The figure shows the time evolutions of the plasnut current 

!
1
, loop voltage ~~ . ave raged t.oroidalmagnetic fir·ld < D, >, sitfcty fact.or at. t.liC' wall 

qa and time differential of toroidal fiux d~·/dt.. In this expcrin1ent, the m=l kink 
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mode is enhanced actively. We can see that ULQ configuration with IP ~ 1201.:A and 

q. ~ 0.3 is initially set up, and then plasma current decreases quickly with q. ~ 0.5 

due to the MHD relaxation. After the decrease of plasma current, the low frequency 

oscillations ( ~ 5kHz) of plasma parameters are observed. We can see that many 

plasma parameters are influenced by large amplitude of oscillation . The oscillation 

of toroidal flux indicate that toroidal flux is generated by such oscillation. 

Figure 5.4 shows the signals of poloidal magnetic fields measured by outside of 

grid type of magnetic probes array with expanded trace from 3. 7msec to 4. 7msec. 

These low frequency oscillations arc identified with the m=l kink mode. The time 

evolution and contour plots of poloidal mode number m, and toroidal mode number 

n, are shown in Fig.5.5 and Fig.5.6 respectively, where the toro idal mode nu1nber is 

estimated by- toroidal arrangement of pick up coil located surrounding the vacuum 

vessel. We can see that (m,n)=(l,2) mode completely dominates on q. ~ 1/2. The 

low mode number oscillation seems to cascade toward that of high mode number 

through the non linear coupling. Generally, for the non-linear coupling of 1\IHD 

mode, energy of fluctuation is cascade toward the high mode number, and turbulent 

develops. This behavior of poloidal magnetic field is not. simplr osrillat. ions, it 

increases slowly and decreases quickly. This results is considered to be caused by 

magnetic reconnection through the stabilizat ion of the m=l kink mode. 

Figure 5 .7 shows the time evolut ions of low frequency oscillation, where the 

fluctuations of plasma current 6!", loop voltage 6l~ and toro idal flux 6Fiux, arc 

shown with the expanded trace from 3.0msec to G.Omsec. vVe can see that plasma pa

rameters are oscillated, due to the enhancement of the m=l kink mode, and toroidal 

magnetic field is generated in the decreasing phase of plasma current. Generally, 

when the toroidal current density profile is peaked due to the diffusion under ohmic 

heating, the safety factor at the axis decrease and the m=l kink mode becomes 

unstab le. Th is instabi lity is caused by the decrease of the nmgnrt.ic shear, dur t.o 

the reduction of safety factor at the axis. When m= l kink mode beco1nes UIIStablc, 

the negative toroidal field component appears near the wall on the side of forward 
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plasma displacement, due to the solenoidal effect of the twisted plasma column. 

Figure 5.8 shows the signals of radial distribution of poloidal magnetic fields 

with expanded trace from 3. 7msec to 4. 7msec. The behaviors of magnetic field os

cillation are remarkable different between inside(r=lOGmm) and outside(r=210mm) 

during a typical relaxation phase. In this discharge, since current channel is partly 

separated from the wall, we can see the enhancement and self stabilization of the 

m=l kink mode clearly. During t=4.2 ~ 4.6ms, the increase of the poloidal mag

netic field at the outside of the plasma is observed, while the poloidal magnetic 

field at the inside of plasma is decreased slowly. In this phase, plasma current 

density becomes flat profile. After then, poloidal magnetic field is changed instanta

neously. The decrease of the poloidal magnetic field at the outside, and increase of 

the poloidal magnetic field at the inside are observed. In this phase, plasma current 

density becomes peak profile . This peak profile of plasma current density becomes 

flat profile, clue to the self stabilization of the m=l kink mode. Thus, peak and 

flat profiles of plasma current density profile is repeated. Figure 5.9 shows the time 

evolution of toroidal current density contours derived from multi-channel magnetic 

probe data during the enhancement of the large kink instability. vVe can see the 

process of the enhancement and self stabilization of the m=l kink instability. The 

think line traces the plasma cutwut deusity in tht• rl'gion lllore than 0.2i\/ Ajm1
. 

The m= l kink mode is self stabilized during t=3.3 ~ 3.4 msec (See:Fig.5.5). After 

then is is enlianced during t=3.6 ~ 3.9 msec and it is self stabilized again and such 

process is repeated. 

5.3 Discussion and Conclusion 

To investigate the correlation of self-organization and kink instabilities, the 

multi-channel magnetic probe is installed on REPUTE-1. In general, ULQ plasma 

is stabilized by conducting shell surrounding the vacullllt vcssrl. Ill t.ltis <'xprritllrnl,, 

to enhance the ki nk mode active ly, plasma is separated from the conduction shell 

with the use of inserted movable limiters. In this expcritnent, the large alltplit.udt• 
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oscillation of the plasma parameters are observed. 

This low frequency oscillation is identified to the (m,n)=(1,2) kink mode on 

the safety factor Qa ~ 1/2. The behavior of magnetic field oscillation is remarkably 

different between inside(r=lOGmm) and outside(r=210mm) during a typical relax

ation phase, and this behavior is not simple oscillation. When the magnetic field at 

the outside of plasma decreases, the increase of the magnetic field is observed at the 

inside plasma region simultaneously. Those results can be explained as follows 

1. Force free field is formed at the initial phase. In those phase, current density 

profile is formed almost flat, due to the dynamo electric field. 

2. For the diffusion under the ohmic heating, current density profile becomes 

peak, that is, the safety factor at the axis decrease. In this experiment, the 

m=l kink mode becomes unstable, since plasma column is separated from the 

stabilized shell. 

3. The m=l kink mode is self stabilized spontaneously through the dynamo effect. 

After then flat profile of current density profile is formed. 

4. Current density profile becomes peak due to the diffusion under the ohmic 

heating and the m=l kink mode is enhanced again. 

Thus, those flat and peak profiles of current density are repeated through the 

correlation of dynamo effect and the self stabil ization of the m=l kink instabilities. 

Since such behavior of magnetic field, it is anticipated that the magnetic re

connection process occurs in this experiment (m=l kink driven reconnection). The 

current profile becomes more flat slowly and the plasma relaxes into a more sta

ble state. Since the current profile is peaked due to the diffusion under the ohmic 

heating. Thus peak and flat profiles of plasma current are repeated through the 

enhancement and self stabilization of the m=l kink inst.aiJilit.irs. Thos<' IH'IIit\· ior is 

a one of the self-organization process. 
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Figure 5.1: Layout of movable limiter. 

+-----------Center of Major Radius 

Insert probe arrays 
Poloidal and Radial 
Sch. : interval of 26mm 
7 parts toroidally 

Poloidal Cross-Section 
of Vacuum Vessel 

Figure 5.2: Schematic drawing of grid type of internal probe array. 
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Figure 5.3: Time evo lut ions of a1·eraged t.oroida l nragurt il' fi eld < JJ, >, p lasum 
current lp, one t urn voltage l'toop aud tiruc d ifferrut. ial of toroid a l flux ti<,Jjdt. . 
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Figure 5.4: The signal of poloiclal rnagnet.ic fields measured by outs ide of grid type 
magnetic probes arrays with expanded trace fronr 3./nrsec t.o 4./nrsrc. 
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Time[msec] 

Poloidalmode number 
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Figure 5.5: (a)Time evolution of poloidal mode numbers m and (b)Contour plot of 
the time evolution of poloidal mode number during low frequency oscillation. Here 
one mode m=1 is completely dominant in the region of qa ~ 1/2. 
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Figure 5.6: (a)Time evolution of toroidal mode numbers n and (b)Contour plot of 
the time evolution of toroidal mode number cluriug low freqHCIICY oseillatiou. H<>rr 
one mode n=2 is completely dominant in the region of qa ~ l/2. 
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Time [msec] 

Figure 5.7: Time evolutio ns of low frequency osci ll ation, where Llol' llurt.uat.iuns of 
plasma current D.IP, loop voltage 6 11 and toroidal flux U.Flu:r, are shown, with the 

expanded trace from 3.0msec to G.Oonsec. 
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F igure 5.8: The signal of poloidal ntagnetic fields ntl'asurcd by iusidc of grid lypc 
magnetic probes arrays, with expanded trace from 3./tnsec l.o 4./ntsec. 
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Figure 5.9: Time evolution of toroidal current density contours from multi-channel 
magnetic probe date during the enhancement. and self stabilization of the m= 1 kink 

mode. 
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Chapter 6 

CONCLUSION 

To investigate the self-organization process and dynamo activity, toroidal and 

poloidal pulsed electric fields are applied on standard ULQ and RFP plasmas. The 

pulsed electr!c fields are induced by three ways as follows; 

• Positive EP pulsed experiment on ULQ plasma. 

During the standard ULQ discharge, the toroidal magnetic field decreases 

rapidly. The direction of externally-induced poloidal electric field is the same 

with that of dynamo electric field. 

• l\egative EP pulsed experiment on ULQ plasma. 

A fast rising of the toroidal magnetic field is applied on ULQ plasma, where 

the direction of the externally-induced poloidal electric field is opposite to that 

of dynamo electric field. 

• E, pulsed experiment on RFP plasma. 

The positive toroidal electric field, induced by the application of additional 

toroidal loop voltage, is applied on standard RFP discharges . 

In these experiments, synchronized to the applications of the pulsed electric 

fields, the remarkable responses of the several plasma parameters are observed. Ta

ble 6.1 shows the experimental results during the transient phase and after the 

transient phase. 
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Table 6.1: Plasma Responses on Toroidal and Poloidal Pulsed Electric Fields. 

Transient phase Positive E E Negative E p E t 
Plasma Current Ip T -+ T 
Loop Voltage Vi 1 / T 
Averaged toroidal flux< B, > 1 / T 
Fluctuation B '\. T ___, 

Plasma resistance r( 1 / / 
Pinch Parameter () -+ ___, ___, 

Reversal Parameter F '\. T ___, 

I After the transrent phase 

Plasma Current I. T T '\. 
Loop Voltage Vi 1 1 '\. 
Averaged toroidal flux< B, > -+ -+ '\. 
Fluctuation B '\. 1 -+ 

Plasma resistance r( 1 1 '\. 
Pinch Parameter () T 1 ___, 

Reversal Parameter F 1 T ___, 

t Transient Phase. 

- For the case of positive and negative Ep pulsed experiments, just after 

the applications of the induced electric fields, reversal parameter F is 

slipped out of experimental scaling ofF-() curve 1\·ith constant of pinch 

parameter (), and then such slipped parameters are returned near the 

experimental scaling immediately. Those results indicate that configura

tion of force free field is strong. When spatial structure of magnetic field 

was changed by the external forces , plasma characteristics is returned to 

original state (force free field) through the self organization immediately. 

- For the case of positi\·e Ep pulsed experiment, plasma resistance is re

duced, accompanied with the reduction of magnetic fluctuations. In this 

experiment, F and() values change toward the theoretical model of BF:\1. 
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When the change ofF value is enough to large, in this state, it is slipped 

out of BFM, the magnetic fluctuation tends to be enhanced. 

While for the case of negat ive Ev pulsed experiment, increase of plasma 

resistance, accompanied with the enhancement of magnetic fluctuations , 

is observed, since F value slips out of the BF:VI. 

The dynamo electric field, which is strong coupled with plasma fluctu

ations, is considered to be partly replaced or enhanced by the induced 

poloidal electric fields. 

- For the case of E, pulsed experiment, synchronized to the increase of 

toroidal plasma current, the remarkable increase of the averaged toroidal 

m_agnetic field is observed. Reversal parameter F and pinch parameter 8 

are almost kept constant with regard to any change of plasma parameters. 

This result indicates the poloidal current density is converted by indnced 

toroidal electric field through the dynamo effect. 

After the transient phase 

- Reversal parameter F, and pinch parameter 8 moves on the BFM against 

any plasma Yerifications. 

- Poloidal magnet ic field is generated by induced toroidal magnetic field 

in Ep pulsed experiments, and toroidal magnetic fi eld is converted by 

induced poloidal magnetic field in E1 pulsed experiment. 

These results indicate the experimental verification of the closed circle of 

dynamo effect. 

B, =>(dynamo ef f eet)=> j, 

j 1 -+ (Ampere's law)-+ Bp 

Bp => (dynamo ef feet) => jP 

jp-+ (Ampere's law)-+ B, 

B, =>. 
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To investigate the effect of magnetic compression in 10\Y q plasma regions and 

the reduction of the plasma-wall interaction, the negative Ev pulsed experiment 

has been performed. This experiment is equivalents to minor radius compression 

experiment. In this experiment, the remarkable reduction of plasma-wall interaction 

is observed during the magnetic compression. The shrinkage of plasma column is also 

observed. After the magnetic compression, plasma current begins to increase slowly 

due to the improvement of plasma characteristic. Those results show that magnetic 

compression is also effective tool for the reduction of plasma-wall interaction and for 

the improvement of plasma confinement in low q plasma as well as tokamak ones. 

The correlation between the MHD instabilities and plasma-wall interaction are 

also investigated. Since the plasma column is detached from the stabilized shell 

after the magnetic compression, the MHD modes are enhanced in compressed ULQ 

plasmas. The different type of two MHD modes takes place and plasma-\\·all in

teraction is enhanced after the increase of the plasma current. Those modes are 

distinguished on the condition of the safety factor. When the safety factor is in the 

region of 1/3 < q. < 1/2, (m,n)=(1,2) mode takes place and localized plasma-\mll 

interaction is enhanced . While, that is limited on rational surface as q. = 1/2, 

(m,n)=(2,3) mode begins to dominate and symmetrical plasma-wall interaction is 

enhanced . 

To investigate the correlation of self-organization and kink instabilities, the 

multi-channel magnetic probe is installed on REPUTE-1. In general, ULQ plasma 

is stabilized by conducting shell surrounding the vacuum vessel. To enhance the kink 

mode actively, plasma is separated from the conduction shell with the use of inserted 

movable limiters. In this experiment, the large scale oscillations of the plasma pa

rameters are observed. This low frequency oscillation of plasma parameters are 

identified to the (m,n)=(1,2) kink mode on the safety factor q. ~ 1/2. 
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The plasma parameters are oscillated due to the enhancement of the m=l kink 

mode. When the m=l kink mode becomes unstable, the negative toroidal field 

component appears near the wall on the side of forward plasma displacement due 

to the solenoidal effect of the twisted plasma column. The behavior of 2-D toroidal 

current density profile is investigates using the multi-channel magnetic probe. In 

those discharges flat and peak profiles of current density are repeated through the 

enhancement and self stabilization process of the kink instability. Those behavior 

is a one of the self-organization process. 
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